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Total solution of offshore wind turbine software:  X-WIND

X-WIND

X-OpenFAST

- GUI of NREL wind 
turbine analysis 
software
- The following 
External program is 
combined in X-
OpenFAST
 MBC 
 Moordyn
 MAP++
 ULS/FLS of GH-

bladed
 ULS/FLS of 

OpenFAST

Mooring Tools

-Modelling of 
multiple catenary  
curves for 
mooring analysis 
of floating 
structures on CAD 
screen
- Data of catenary 
curves in inserted 
in Map++ and 
Moordyn.  

X-SEA

-X-Wind Starts 
form X-SEA 
Analysis Option.
-X-SEA is 
Pre/Main/ 
postprocessor of 
Offshore 
structural static 
and dynamic 
analysis program.

X-Nemoh
GUI of linear
diffraction/radiat
ion analysis 
program of 
Nemoh main 
program.

X-WIND is total solution software to analyze the offshore wind turbine system that 
performs the turbine analysis, structural analysis and diffraction/radiation analysis 
and soil anchor.

X-Anchor
Anchor for the 
floating 
offshore 
mooring line:
pile(suction) 
anchor and
drag anchor..hst, hydrostatic

restoring stiffness
.1, added mas &
damping matrix
.3, wave-excitation
force

Input
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NEMOH https://lheea.ec-nantes.fr › software-and-patents › nemo.: Open Source

Reference
Publication or report using NEMOH should refer to:
• A. Babarit, G. Delhommeau: Theoretical and numerical aspects of the open source BEM solver NEMOH. In Proc. of the 11th European Wave and T  
Energy Conference (EWTEC2015), Nantes, France

XFINASIT Co., Seoul, Korea
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Floating Platforms: NEMOH is included in X-OpenFAST
When modeling a floating system, you may use potential-flow theory only, strip-
theory (Morison) only, or a hybrid model containing both. Potential-flow theory 
based on frequency-to-time-domain transforms is enabled through  WAMIT or 
NEMOH.
The WAMIT or NEMOH model should account for all of the members in the floating 
substructure, and Morison’s equation is neglected in this case. 

HydroDyn

www.wamit.com: Commercial Software,.  

https://lheea.ec-nantes.fr › software-
and-patents › nemo.: Open Source 
Software, 
1st order potential theory.  

XFINASIT Co., Seoul, Korea
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X-Nemoh: Procedure of Analysis
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Mesh Preprocess Solver Postprocess Convert

The input be generate by hand 
(browse file) or from modeling 
and determined hydrostatic 
stiffness matrix for output 
result.

Preprocessor is to prepare the
mesh and to generate the
body conditions for each
calculation case (radiation and
diffraction). Calculation cases
are defined in the input file
which must be located in the
working folder.

The aim of the solver is to 
solve the linear BVP for each 
problem defined in the file 
Normalvelocities.dat. 
The calculation depends on 
parameters which are read in 
the file (txt), located in the 
working folder.

Postprocessor is to 
postprocess the results in 
order to provide the relevant 
quantities (added mass, 
radiation damping, excitation 
force) in the usual format. It al
so provides a framework to 
make relevant calculations.

Convert Nemoh output to
WAMIT and X-SEA format.

The open source code Nemoh is a numerical solver for computation of first order hydrodynamic coefficients such as added mass, radiation, 
damping and excitation forces in the frequency domain (Babarit and Delhommeau 2015). 

The code has been developed for over 30 years at École Centrale de Nantes in France and was released in open source in January 2014. Nemoh
is based on linear free surface potential flow theory with assumptions of an inviscid fluid and an incompressible and irrotational flow. Green´s 
second identity and the appropriate Green function is applied. The resulting linear Boundary Value Problem (BVP) for the free surface flow 
around a body is of first order with assumptions of small motions around mean position and linearized free surface equations. In order to solve 
the linear BVP, Panel methods are applied in Nemoh. 

Nemoh is composed of three different sets of programs for which are intended to run in sequent order listed as, 
- preProcessor, reads and prepare the mesh and calculation cases with stated body conditions 
- solver, solves the linear BVP with potential theory for stated body condition and calculates hydrodynamic coefficients 
- postProcessor, processes the results and may be used for calculating RAOs and plot free surface wave elevation, external pressure. 

A X-NEMOH provides with AutoCAD embedded GUI  in order to define and process geometries and results in a more user-friendly environment. 

XFINASIT Co., Seoul, Korea



X-Nemoh: GUI
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Calculation parameter Mesh Environment

Post processingFloating body Load case to be solved

Category GUI of X-Nemoh are 6 difference types requiring input by user as calculation parameter, mesh, environ
ment, floating body, load case to be solved and post processing 

XFINASIT Co., Seoul, Korea



X-Nemoh: Preprocess

X-SEA GUI: XShell 4-ANS X-Nemoh: GUI and File System

XShell element properties

Nemoh_mesh.dat

Floating body category
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Compatible point (node) and panel (mesh) between 
boundary element (BEM) and finite element method 
(FEM). 

X-Nemoh GUI is inserted 
number of panel and 
number of point into 
GUI automatically, and 
set as initialize data for 
simple analysis using. 

XFINASIT Co., Seoul, Korea
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X-Nemoh: Post-process
G
ra

p
h 

p
lo

tt
er

Ta
b
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 a
nd

 e
xp

o
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 f
ile

View result of Nemoh in table form. Allowed export into Excel format.

Export

Multiple result in single channel Overlay result in single channel plot
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X-SEA, X-Nemoh and X-OpenFAST
X
-S

EA
X
-N

em
o
h

Allowed convert to WAMIT and XSEA WAMIT and X-SEA file system

O
p
en

FA
ST

To analysis potential-flow for floating wind turbi
ne offshore in OpenFAST is required output from 
WAMIT program. Its are in n a standard nondimen
sional form that HydroDyn will dimensionalize inter
nally upon input.

The .hst file contains the 6x6 linear hydrostatic r
estoring (stiffness) matrix of the platform. The .1 fil
e contains the 6x6 frequency-dependent hydrodyn
amic added-mass and damping matrix of the platf
orm from the radiation problem. The .3 file contain
s the 6x1 frequency- and direction-dependent first-
order wave-excitation force vector of the platform f
rom the linear diffraction problem.

Panel pressure force acting on finite element 
model (FEM) in time domain analysis

(On progress)

XFINASIT Co., Seoul, Korea
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